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   We've gotten a new user-friendly Cheat Engine console based version of Welcome to Hanwell.  If you need any help with
Cheat Engine then the cheats might help you with any issues. If you have any Cheat Engine questions, please post in the Cheat

Engine Forum and we'll be more than happy to help you.  For other Cheat Engine issues and queries, please visit the Cheat
Engine Forum . Welcome to Hanwell: Cheats Developer:Dodoki Publisher:Dodoki Genre:Platformer Cheat Codes: You can
open the "Code" menu by pressing the "X" button when game is paused. 0) Press the "Up" button to pause the game. 1) Press

"X" to open the "Code" menu. 2) Press "Down" to skip the "Set Controls" screen. 3) Press "A" to display the game cheat codes
and the cheats. 4) Press "X" to save the cheat codes into memory. 5) Press "A" again to exit from the cheats. 6) To activate the

cheats, press the "Y" button (Y button's shape: diamond) and enter the code to activate it. 7) To un-activate the cheats, press "Y"
button again and enter the code to un-activate it. The cheats should be here for you. If you don't find your cheat, visit our cheat
database. If you like this game, leave a review. Unlockable content Callie: This game really doesn't tell us anything about what
happened to Callie, the missing girl, so we'll just have to imagine that she has a very exciting life and we'll never know what

she's really like because she's dead! The Honeycats: To unlock the Honeycats: The Honeycats! level, you need to beat the
Honeycats: The Mad Honeycat level first. You can't really understand the Honeycats: The Honeycats! level without having the
Honeycats: The Mad Honeycat level. Puppet Show: This level is available as soon as you beat the Pink Shells level. The Pink

Shells: This level is available as soon as you beat the Puppet Show level. 82157476af
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